
The BBC in QSLs – Part II

by Jerry Berg,
jsberg@rcn.com

The BBC QSL policy has not changed fundamentally since the BBC first came on the air. 
However, there have been some temporary improvements, plus some limited opportunities to
obtain authentic, full-data verifications from the BBC.

V.  Since the War

A few basic QSL designs have been used by BBC headquarters
during the past approximately 75 years.

For most of the 1950s, the station returned to the “London Calls the
World” card (left), which was first issued in 1941.  The back of the
card was changed slightly, but it conveyed the same message:  we
cannot verify your report because so many other stations
rebroadcast BBC programs (below).

The biggest change in
the 1950s took place around
1958, when the BBC retained
the basic black card, but sub-
stantially changed the back
(see next page).  Now, instead
of just a generalized state-
ment, there were four state-
ments, one of which was Xed. 
The first stated that the report
was “in accordance with our
published schedule,” a standard BBC formulation.  Next, “You probably heard one of our
transmissions but the information you gave us does not entirely confirm this.”  Third, you may
have heard a BBC program rebroadcast by someone else.  Fourth, you report doesn’t agree with
any of our transmissions.

Although this was not even partial-data, it was a substantial improvement, and it was
appreciated by DXers.  And since it was the best that was available, it was generally counted as a
verification.  Certainly it was better than a mere thank you, although even thank you cards often
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included something which, with a little parsing, could be
taken to imply that the reporter actually heard the station
(“we are glad to know you heard us,” “we hope you will
listen again,” etc.).  HCJB used a somewhat similar multiple
choice format some 20 years later (right), although when the
top box was checked it was a full-data QSL.

A new design came into use around 1960 and
remained available throughout the decade.  This
was the “This is London” card shown at left.  The
checkoff format also continued in use. 

It is worth noting that although all of these
“generic” BBC cards were used during the periods
mentioned, there are instances where these cards
appeared at much later times.  For example, a
“This is London” card showed up as a verification
of the Hong Kong relay station in 1988, long after
the card appeared to have been retired from general
use.

The BBC sometimes accompanied  QSLs with a
letter, such as when the reporter asked a question
that needed answering, or otherwise gave the
station a reason to send more than just a card.  In
those instances the author of the response might,
either intentionally or unintentionally, include
language that clearly confirmed the report and
converted it from a form reply to a partial- or even
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full-data verification.  This was more often encountered with the relay stations, where the no-
QSL rule was seldom followed.  (See Part III of this series.)

Around 1970, the BBC abandoned the check boxes and reverted to a card saying simply
that the report was in accordance with their schedule.  This was the “Parliament” card (below).

The “Parliament” card was replaced with the “Tower Bridge” card (below), which had
“BBC” on the front and had the same back as shown above.  This card has been used continuous-
ly since it was adopted around 1980.

Several other cards, shown on the next page, were often seen in the 1980s.  The card on
the left is a nighttime view of the entrance to Bush House, for many years home to the BBC
World Service.  The one on the right shows the same entrance, plus views of a satellite dish and a
studio control room.  These were both no-data cards, thanking the listener for their report of
reception “which is in accordance with our schedule.”
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VI.  Special-Opportunity QSLs

Over the years there were various
opportunities to obtain special BBC
QSLs that were more specific than the
generic versions described above.  One
was in connection with the World
Radio Club, which was formed by the
BBC in 1967.  The WRC was a 15-
minute program whose mission was
similar to that of Shortwave Listeners
Corner, the program it succeeded – to
give listeners advice on reception and
information on broader communica-
tions topics, plus occasional DX news
usually gathered by the BBC Monitor-
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ing Service.  WRC was presented in layman’s language, and during its 13-year life one of its
most valued benefits was the eligibility for members to receive a BBC full-data QSL certificate
during WRC DX award competition periods, plus occasional other QSLs.  On pg. 4 is a card
issued by the WRC on the BBC’s fiftieth anniversary in 1972.  And below are two examples of
the QSL certificates offered to club members in 1971 and 1973.  (The insert at the top, consisting
of stations, dates, times, and frequencies reported, is from the back of the red and white
certificate.)

There were other special QSLs as well, in particular from some of the language services
of the BBC.  On the next page can be seen a card from the Latin American service (1984), and
two cards from the German service (1972 and 1992, the latter verifying a broadcast from
Lesotho).
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